FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

tvONE Introduces new Control Software for the CORIOmaster & CORIOmaster mini

ERLANGER, KY, February 24, 2014 - tvONE (www.tvone.com), a leading designer and manufacturer of cutting-edge video and multimedia processing equipment, is pleased to announce its newest product in the CORIOmax line, the new CORIOgrapher software for the CORIOmaster & CORIOmaster mini.

This new interface for controlling the CORIOmaster and CORIOmaster mini videowall processors promises to revolutionize the speed and ease with which custom videowalls can be set up and deployed. Managing collections of displays of diverse size, resolution and orientation, the CORIOgrapher makes the process of creating videowalls a creative pursuit with nearly unlimited freedom and flexibility.

"Video display system designers will not believe how fast and intuitive CORIOgrapher is," said Andy Fliss, Director of Marketing, tvONE. "Integrators who have avoided video wall installations in the past because they were too resource-intensive will need to take another look."

The CORIOgrapher software enables you to set the exact dimensions of your displays down to the mm or inch. Mixing of projectors and displays is also easy, as the system provides the ability to account for bezels and spacing between displays. Build a library of displays including resolution for instant recall for future projects.

Similarly, the CORIOgrapher software aids in your design process by allowing you to create videowalls from a PC without a connection to the CORIOmaster. You can also preview and edit instantly, so perfecting your videowall is easy before sending it live. Once designed, configurations can be uploaded into the CORIOmaster at any time using a direct connection or over the local area network. In addition, when the PC with installed CORIOgrapher software is connected to a network that contains CORIOmaster devices, it will automatically seek them out and list them as available within the software. The system will allow discovery on multiple networks at any time.

The CORIOgrapher’s Real Time Dashboard provides the ability for instant triggering of saved presets and live routing of sources. Create a generic or unique videowall layout, it doesn’t matter. Save it as a preset and it can be recalled anywhere, anytime; up to fifty presets can be stored at one time. Collaboration is also a feature of the CORIOgrapher software, as it provides 3 levels of access to its content and interface.
Please contact your tvONE Regional Sales Manager for a software demonstration today.

###

**About tvONE**
A subsidiary of Nortek, Inc., tvONE is a world class solutions provider specializing in video conversion and AV signal distribution. Headquartered in Erlanger, Kentucky, United States, with offices in Europe, USA, Taiwan, China and Latin America, tvONE provides a complete line-up of products and services for the professional AV and broadcast video markets. Following the global merger of tvONE and Magenta Research in July 2013, the new company tvONE now encompasses these two superior brands under one umbrella.

The tvONE brand specializes in video, audio and multimedia processing equipment, based on its proprietary CORIO® video conversion technology. Products include all-in-one system solutions, windowing processors, scan converters, seamless switchers, video scalers, up/down/cross converters, analog-digital converters (SD/HD-SDI, HDMI, DVI), format converters and standard converters.

Magenta Research is the industry-recognized brand for the transmission, switching and flexible distribution of multi-format video, audio and auxiliary signals over fiber and Cat-X cabling. Products include AV extenders, distribution amplifiers and matrix switchers for DVI, HDMI, VGA, and component, composite, s-video, audio, USB, and RS-232 signals.

To download an accompanying image suitable for publishing along with this news release, please use the following link, it will take you to tvONE’s Product Photo web page: [http://www.tvone.com/press_photos.shtml](http://www.tvone.com/press_photos.shtml). For additional images, please visit the CORIOgrapher product web page: [http://www.tvone.com/coriographer-main.shtml](http://www.tvone.com/coriographer-main.shtml).

**About Nortek, Inc.**
Nortek, Inc. is a leading diversified global manufacturer of innovative, branded residential and commercial ventilation, HVAC and technology products. Headquartered in Providence, Rhode Island, United States, Nortek offers a broad array of products, including technology offerings, in audio, video, access control, security and digital display mounting and mobility products. Please visit: [www.nortekinc.com](http://www.nortekinc.com) for more information.